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Whoever has a chat with Spike tonight

Note to potential authors, THIS MEAN YOU! Have a look
on the web before going running to see if you have been
nominated. This is the new allocation method due to
recruitment and retention problems.
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Wobbly reporting on Hash 2049, a detectable feast round about Two Bridges.

I found myself talking to Spike and Mudsucker last week at the White Hart in Bridestowe,

talking, amongst other things, about the lack of willing scribes. Without realising I had

succnmbed to a cunning plan, for on checking the web before setting out tonight I found my

name as scribe.

Not unwilling I gave the business a little thought and decided I was going to title this mag
"The Dirty Dozen", and give us all characters from the aforementioned, but; and despite the

inclement weather preceding things, we were actually 2 dozen, maybe even 2 baker's dozen

for those old enough to know such things, and that's most of us. Pretty good in these chaste

times and we were rewarded with a classic of diversionary tactics, tussocks and tremblers

in the mire. lt was not what was I expected, for Nipple Deep and Dildo Baggins had led us
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to believe it was rather short and we wouldn't find the way after an afternoon of rain, wind
and then hail that had demanded a hasty retreat, so in fact it would be crap. Maybe they
thought it would have washed away having used a watering can for each splodge. Tarts, or
at least a tart for Dildo, care of Vampire Slayer and Hot Rocks.

The two of them were so pleased with themselves, so joined up together, that I mused on
Deep Baggins but Nipple Dildo seems the appropriate moniker for the pairl

Onwardl We were sent the wrong way and crossed the road, through the hotel car park then
down the west bank of the West Dart, first tussock, flour splayed left and right, never
unfindable, then we crossed the river and were bemired, found the odd quaker to worry a
wobbly one, before a pointless loop (good hashingl) up and back towards Crockern Tor,
then an even more Aimless and disorientating time somewhat around Crockern Tor but the
other side of the wall, then a sprint back down the track to find Posh Pinny pleased to greet
us. Mayhem was without dog but seemed to have his nose for the route, picking out the dust
in the most unlikely of terrain. All in all it was quality stuff
to hearten even the grinchiest of us, and it's not Xmas.

Hot Socks raced apace, skipping over the gnarliest of
ground. Others found the tussock more difficult. Dirty
'Core Stability' Oar was posturally challenged twice over
and even manged a grope of Fergie's behind. Fergie was
so pleased she told everyone severaltimes over but being
politically correct has decided to model some zebra stripe
leggings with a warning for the future.

Someone discovered her bush was unkempt so Can't
Remember has been trimming and shaping hers, twisting
and twirling (or was it twerking?), plucking and pinching.
Hurricane found it so distracting and exhausting that afterwards he could only manage a
weak but satisfied smile. Stand up again soon, Hurricane! The azalea will blossom again
come spring.

Chopper and Raunchy are becoming surrogate Von Trapp's, whilst Pony is getting on hers
and starting work in Swansea so sadly we will see her less.

I hope everything was solved at the Taproom on Saturday. I find beer usually helps. Here's
hopingl

On-On
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